
The all-new Honda Civic Type R 



Introducing the New Civic Type R 

Introducing the most extreme and high performance Type R in the 

history of the red ‘H’ badge! 

1. Debut for all-new 2.0 litre VTEC TURBO petrol engine, 

delivering 310 PS at 6,500 rpm*, and 400Nm at 2,500 

rpm* 

 

2. 0-62 mph in just 5.7 seconds*, going on to a top speed of 

167 mph* 

 

3. New Dual Axis Strut Front Suspension technology 

enabling efficient transfer of the engine’s prodigious 

power to the road 

 

4. Debut of the +R button, which increases the response of 

various chassis and drivetrain systems 

 

5. Functional and aerodynamically efficient  external design 

changes, also bringing stunning good looks 

 

6. Aesthetic and functional cabin upgrades, including 

supportive sports seats 

 

7. Available in Championship White, Crystal Black Pearl, 

Polished Metal, Brilliant Sporty Blue, and Milano Red 
* Honda internal figures 



GT Pack 

Customers will have the option to specify their new Civic Type R, with an all-new GT Pack. 

 

Externally the pack adds signature red highlights to the front and rear splitters for even more 

impact, but under the skin is where the most significant upgrades are found. 

 

The driver will benefit from: 

•Honda CONNECT with integrated Garmin satellite 

navigation 

•Front and rear parking sensors 

•Dusk sensing headlamps 

•Rain sensing automatic wipers 

•Electric folding door mirrors 

•Eight speaker, 320 watt stereo system 

•Dual zone climate control 

As well as Honda City Brake Assist that comes as standard 

on all 15MY Civic, the GT Pack also adds Honda’s Driver 

Assistance Safety Pack to the car, gaining: 

•Forward Collision Warning 

•Lane Departure Warning 

•Traffic Sign Recognition 

•High-Beam Support System 

•Blind Spot Information 

•Cross Traffic Monitor 



Pricing 

We’re happy to announce that the new Type R will provide class leading performance, stunning 

good looks, and unrivalled pedigree from £29,995 On The Road 

The GT Pack equipped car will cost £32,295 OTR. 

* Photos 


